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ABSTRACT
Introduction and aim. Multinodular and vacuolating neuronal tumor (MVNT) of the cerebrum is a rare benign, mixed glial/
neuronal lesion which has been included in the recent (2016) World Health Organization (WHO) Classification of the central 
nervous system tumors.Most of the reported cases are remarkable with adult onset seizure in the literature.They can also be 
found incidentally in nonepilepsy patients with or without headache We aimed to present this unique entity with its typical 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) features.
Description of the case. A 21-year old man presented with complaint of headache that increased in frequency within the 
last few months.No relevant seizure or any other signs of note.He was diagnosed with MVNT by imaging andstarted to be fol-
lowed-up.The repeat MRI 6 months later showed no interval changes.
Conclusion. Clinicians should be aware of that it is a do not touch lesion in asymptomatic patients with no need for biopsy or 
surgery and follow up imaging is sufficient when presented with the typical MRI manifestations. Surgical resection may be re-
quired for seizure control and was reported in few cases with no tumoral regrowth in the literature.
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Introduction
Multinodular and vacuolating neuronal tumor 
(MVNT) of the cerebrum is a rare benign, mixed gli-
al/neuronal lesion which has been included in the 
recent (2016) World Health Organization (WHO) 
Classification of the central nervous system tumors 
(WHO grade I).1 However, pathological characteris-
tics are thought to be more closer to a developmen-
tal malformation.2 In addition, lesions with identical 
imaging features have been described in the  cerebel-
lum  but have not been histologically confirmed and 
have, therefore, prudently been named as multinodu-
lar and vacuolating posterior fossa lesions of unknown 
significance (MV-PLUS).3 Most of the reported cases 
are remarkable with adult onset seizure in the litera-

ture.They can also be found incidentally in nonepilepsy 
patients with or without headache.4,5

Aim
We aimed to present this unique entity with its typical 
MRI features detected in a 21-year old man.

Description of the case
A 21-year old  male patient presented with complaint of 
headache with increased frequency within the last few 
months. No relevant seizure or any other signs of note. 
Brain MRI revealed innumerable, small, well-defined, co-
alescent nodules extending from the juxtacortical white 
matter to the juxtaventricular area of the left frontal lobe 
sparing the overlying cortex. They were T2w/Flair hyper-
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intense without restricted diffusion and blooming on sus-
ceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. Axial T2w (A), Flair (B), Flair 3D reconstruction 
(C) images showing a left frontal intraaxial subcortical 
lesion consisting of multiple, well marginated coalescent 
hyperintense nodules (A,B,C, white arrows). Note the lower 
signal intensity of the lesions in comparison to CSF on T2w 
images (A) and the absence of surrounding white matter 
hyperintensity on T2w/Flair images (A,B,C). Axial DWI (D) 
and ADC mapping (E) showing no restricted diffusion (D,E, 
arrows). Axial SWI (F) image shows no blooming. Note the 
superficial subcortical localization of the lesions following 
the gyral contour with extention to the deeper white 
matter areas (A,B,C, red arrow) 

The lesions were isointense to gray matter on T1w 
images with no pathological enhancement following 
contrast administration and no increased perfusion on 
cerebral blood flow (CBV) map on perfusion imaging 
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Axial T1w (A) and postcontrast T1w (B) images 
showing the lesions are isointense to the gray matter 
(A, black arrow)  with no pathological  enhancement  
(B, black arrow). No elevated CBV was depicted on CBV 
perfusion image (C)  

MR spectroscopy showed no obvious abnormal 
peaks (Fig. 3). With the typical radiological manifesta-
tions MNVT was considered and he was decided to be 

followed up without surgery. The repeat MRI  6 months 
later showed no interval changes.

  

    
Fig. 3. The MRI Spectroscopy image shows no abnormal 
peaks in association with the lesion

Discussion
MVNT of cerebrum was first described with a case 
series of 10 patients by Huse et al. as non-neurocyt-
ic, purely neuronal tumors most commonly located in 
the temporal lobes (7 cases of 10) with presentation of 
adult onset seizure.5 In the study of Nunes et al. that ret-
rospectively evaluated 33 MVNT cases with compati-
ble imaging features, 4 of which proven by biopsy and 
the remaining without interval change for at least 24 
months follow up, the mean age of diagnosis was found 
to be 39 years with slight female predominance 1.4/1. 
In this study,  9 (27%) lesions were in the parietal lobe, 
8 (24%) were in the frontal lobe, 6 (18%) were in the 
temporal lobe and 2 (4%) lesions were located in the 
occipital lobe with 8 (24%) involving more than one 
lobes.6 On radiological imaging, this entity is character-
ized with a cluster of supratentorial, intraaxial, multi-
ple rounded/ovoid nodules without mass effect located 
principally in the subcortical/juxtacortical white matter 
with usually normal overlying cortex.4,6 However, there 
are also some reports showing that the overlying cortex 
may also be involved.5,6 In our patient the lesions were 
also located predominantly in this characteristic loca-
tion but also had extention to the deeper white matter 
areas as opposed to the more confined lesions reported 
in the literature, usually located within the deep cortical 
ribbon and the superficial white matter. The frequent 
presentation with late onset epilepsy can be explained 
with the juxtacortical location, but incidental detection 
is also common. Our patient was presented with non-
focal headache as reported in one case having also left 
frontal MVNT in the case series of Nunes et al.6 The sig-
nal characteristics include T2w hyperintensity but less 
than that of CSF with no suppression on Flair images. 
In our patient there was no surrounding white matter 
hyperintensity on T2W/Flair images as commonly re-
ported in the literature but, confluent T2/FLAIR hyper-
intensity sparing the cortex may be present.6 DWI shows 
increased signal intensity with increased correspond-
ing ADC value in relation with T2-shine through effect 
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rather than true restricted diffusion. In addition, there 
is no blooming on SWI images. Following contrast ad-
ministration they show no enhancement as in our case, 
but some faint focus of enhancement was demonstrat-
ed in a few cases.5,6 In the qualitative evaluation of the 
CBV map, there was no increased perfusion compared 
to the contrlateral normal parenchyma. On MRS evalu-
ation although the contrlateral normal parenchyma was 
not sampled there was no obvious pathological peaks 
in our patient. Furthermore, in some studies in the lit-
erature mildly increased choline/creatine ratio was also 
demonstrated.4 

Although MVNT of cerebrum is considered as 
a unique cytoarchitectural pattern of gangliocytoma 
(WHO grade I), it is very different from gangliocyto-
mas on imaging which had both cystic and enhancing 
solid components with cortical involvement indistin-
guihable from ganglioglioma.1,7 The imaging differen-
tials may include dilated perivascular spaces which are 
usually more elongated along vessel long axis and are 
differentiated with attenuation on Flair images. Dysem-
bryoplastic neuroepethelial tumor (DNET) may also be 
considered with its peripheral location frequently in the 
frontotemporal lobes.However, DNET is generally cor-
tical rather than subcortical and is associated with gyral 
expansion.In addition, there is usually some suppres-
sion on Flair images with frequent well defined bright 
FLAIR rim.8 Focal cortical dysplasia may also have T2w 
hyperintensity deep to the cortex but is associated with 
overlying cortical thickening.9 

In the management of MVNT in asymptomatic pa-
tients follow up radiological imaging is sufficient with-
out need for biopsy. Surgical resection may be required 
for seizure control and was reported in few cases with 
no tumoral regrowth in the literature.5,6,10

Conclusion
MVNT is a benign entity that may be detected in pa-
tients presenting with seizure or may be found inciden-
tally in patients with or without headache. Clinicians 
should be aware of that this is a don’t touch lesion in as-
ymptomatic patients with no need for biopsy or surgery 
when presented with the typical MRI manifestations.
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